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What's New In?

Heads first C# is a book for C# programmers, written by O'Reilly & Associates. It
provides a definitive reference to the language. >> From the documentation for the
Errata Parser and Displayer: "Errata Parser and Displayer searches Microsoft's online
errata database for matching errors. Select a book or a set of pages to analyze." Q:
Excel, Conditional Formatting. Range and Row Criteria. Automatic Creation of new
Format I am using excel 2003 with the criteria "if a cell contains a specific number" (that
is the default criteria). And the standard number is 8. I would like to make all cells
starting with the column 1 and containing the number 8, to be formatted in red. I already
made all cells containing 8 be formatted in red using this command: However, this does
not work on the whole range A1:C9. I tried to use different commands, but I am unable
to achieve my goal. Any ideas? A: Assuming that "this does not work on the whole range
A1:C9" is because the default formatting for A1:C9 is already red, then you want to add a
conditional format to the column you want the red formatting to be applied to. This is
done by pressing Alt+F11 and clicking on Conditional Formatting. On the left-hand side,
click "New Rule..." A dialog will appear. Give the rule a name, e.g. "8 format red" Expand
"Format" and choose "Font" Now choose "Fill" from the dropdown and choose "Color"
and select "255,255,255" from the dropdown that says "Choose a color or gradient..."
Click OK When you add the rule you'll notice that it has a "When this cell is formatted"
set to "Highlight cell content (including row and column headers)". Check the box and
click OK to apply the rule to your range. [EDIT] I see now that you want to change the
formatting only for cells that contain 8. So you have to create a new rule. If you don't
click on "Applies to formula", then you'll only see the rule on cells that are formatted by a
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formula. If you do click "Applies to formula", then you'll see the rule on cells that are
formatted by a formula or by a formatting condition (if the cell contains a value that
satisfies a formatting condition). I'm not sure why it's doing that, but this might help you.
Create a new rule and set "Format" to "Font" and "Fill" to "Color" and choose
"255,255,255". Save the rule, and give it a
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